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Cheryl just returned from a Horse Safari in South Africa – a once in-a-
lifetime experience that she wants to share with those who will never 
have the opportunity to experience it for themselves.

Cheryl Mobley founded reCalibrate LLC while still serving as a hospital President. 
In August of 2018, she stepped away from her role as President and into growing 
her company on a full-time basis. Her hospital consistently performed at the 99th 
percentile level for the 5 years she served in this role.  Cheryl is a firm believer that 
if you’re not going to blow the doors off, why do it?


Cheryl has worked with clients both domestically and abroad, and reCalibrate 
serves clients across industries – whether they are founders or leaders in enterprise 
organizations.


She is a speaker and author, and enjoys (usually!) pushing herself continually well 
past her comfort zone.  Cheryl is well known for her ability to create clarity and 
simplicity to drive lasting change.


She’s working on her book, Safari Leadership, Killer Questions to Ask about Your 
Own Leadership and is sharing stories of lions, rhino’s, elephants and more!


STORY IDEAS 
• Share key highlights from various animal encounters…

and what I learned about myself in the process


• Share key highlights from various animal encounters…
and deep questions to ask regarding how you show up as 
a leader…what kind are you?


• Male Lions | Other people don’t exist in their world – It’s 
all about them


• Lioness with Cubs | Give their team a very long rein to 
experiment & work tightly together for common good


• African Buffalo | Smart people know not to get on their 
bad side…very short fuse


• Elephants | Silent around their team & highly aware of 
emotions and the health of their team


• Cranky Adolescent Male Hippo | Determined to go their 
own way…forget about their team


• Rhino | Endlessly curious & surprisingly approachable

SEGMENT IDEAS 
Comfort Zone…Why you Need to Blow Past It 
When’s the last time you pushed yourself way past your 
comfort zone? Cheryl seriously did by flying to the other side 
of the world for a safari on horseback…it’s time for you to step 
up too!


Our Amazing Guide 
How an awesome leader shows up when we have to work 
together on short notice to stay safe, have fun, and maybe 
even survive…


Two-Way Trust is Required 
When uncertainty is high, and information isn’t being shared – 
the leader and the team need to fall back on shared trust


Don’t Stand Out…but maybe you should 
Not a good idea for personal well-being to stand out as being 
different to a pride of lions, but it is a good thing here at home 
in business – for your business to thrive…
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The images here are Cheryl’s images…the front page is a view overlooking the lush, green South African bush…This page 
shows a few of the horses/riders on one of our outings.  The groups are kept small.  In our case, there were 6 of us on the 
ride as ‘guests’, our guide and one (sometimes two) of the working students bringing up the rear.


A friend of mine, and one of the fellow riders, affectionately referred to the students as ‘bait’.


We encountered 3 male lions hanging together, and they were supremely indifferent to our existence.  One immediately 
turned his back on us, another stretched and rolled over onto his back, and then laid down in the grass just a few feet away.  


What a gift to be able to spend time with these beautiful, powerful and yet dangerous animals.


I’m excited to share not only the actual stories from the animal sightings, but where appropriate, to share the leadership 
questions that arose out of these encounters.


If these make sense for your audience, I’m eager to share…


